
          
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

  
Description Constructed or natural waterways will occasionally require vegetation or rock lining to 

protect it from erosion.  
 
Suitable  
Applications 

Rock Lined Channels 
 Channels with runoff velocities exceeding 2 ft/sec. 
 Channels or ditches with grades greater than 2 percent. 
 Channels or ditches with highly erodible soils. 
 Channels where the design velocity exceeds that allowable for grass lined channels. 

 
Grass Lined Channels 

 Slopes that do not exceed a 5% grade. 
 Sites where vegetation is required. 
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Bowling Green, Kentucky 
Stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs) 
Sediment Management Practices (SMPs) 

 
 

SMP-08 

Target Pollutants 
Significant     Partial   Low or Unknown  

PLANNING 
CONSIDERATIONS: 
 
Design Life:  
Permanent 
 
Acreage 
Needed: 
Minimal 
 
Estimated 
Unit Cost: 
Medium 
 
Monthly 
Maintenance: 
Negligible 

Sediment  Heavy Metals  Nutrients  Oxygen Demanding Substances  Toxic Materials  
Oil& Grease  Bacteria & Viruses  Floatable Materials  Construction Waste  

Activity: Channel Linings (CL) 

 
Approach  There are two types of channel lining: 

 Rock lined channels 
• Channel is required to carry the 10-year 24-hour peak flow where: 

 Q = V*A, where 
Q = Flow 
V = Velocity 
A = Flow Area 

• The Manning Equation shall be used to determine the velocity 
 V = 1.486 *R 2/3 * S ½  , where 

                 n 
       V = Velocity 
       R = flow area/wetted perimeter 
       S = Slope in ft/ft 
       n  = 0.0395 (D50) 1/6
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SMP-08 Activity: Channel Linings 

Approach 
(cont’d) 

 Rock lined channels (cont’d) 
• The maximum depth of channel shall be calculated with the following 

equation 
 Dmax = τ / (62.4 * S), where 

Dmax = maximum depth of flow 
S = Slope in ft/ft 
τ  = maximum tractive force of the liner in lbs/ft2 

(see Table SMP-08-01 for shear stress quantities) 
 

• Side slopes shall be 2:1 or flatter 
• Riprap thickness: The thickness shall be 1.5 times thicker than the stone 

diameter, unless shown otherwise in the plans.  Minimum of 6 inches. 
• Foundation: Extra-strength filter fabric or aggregate filter layered, as 

required. 
• Channel outlet must be stable. 

 
 Vegetative channels 

• Grass channels are generally constructed with sides at a 3:1 slope to 
aid in establishment and safety in maintenance. 

• Channel is required to carry the 10-year 24-hour peak flow where: 
 Q = V*A, where 

Q = Flow 
V = Velocity 
A = Flow Area 

• The Manning Equation shall be used to determine the velocity 
 V = 1.486 *R 2/3 * S ½  , where 

                 n 
       V = Velocity 
       R = flow area/wetted perimeter 
       S = Slope in ft/ft 

                                            n  = 0.045 for grass 
• The maximum depth of channel shall be calculated with the following 

equation 
 Dmax = τ / (62.4 * S), where 

Dmax = maximum depth of flow 
S = Slope in ft/ft 
τ  = maximum tractive force of the liner in lbs/ft2 

(see Table SMP-08-02 for shear stress quantities) 
• V-shaped Channels 

 Typically used for smaller, roadside channels. 
 Use a grass or sod lining where velocities are low 

• Parabolic Channels 
 Used for larger flows if space allows. 
 Riprap should be used wherever velocities are highest 
 Areas of continuous flows use grass channels with centered 

reinforcement mats. 
• Trapezoidal Channels 

 For channels with large volume and flatter slopes. 
 In some cases concrete or riprapped channels may be 

required. 
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SMP-08 Activity: Channel Linings 

Approach 
(cont’d) 

Table SMP-08-01 
KYTC Channel Lining Values 

    Manning's Shear 
KYTC Channel Lining D50 n (lb/ft2) 

Class I 0.2 0.0302 1.00 
Class II 0.5 0.0352 2.50 
Class III 1.0 0.0395 5.00 

    
Table SMP-08-01 

Maximum Shear Stress of Liners 
      Shear 

Material (lb/ft2) 

Dense sod, fair condition (Class D/E), moderately 
cohesive soil 0.35 
Bermuda grass, fair stand < 5" tall, dormant 0.90 
Bermuda grass, good stand < 5" tall, dormant 1.10 

Bermuda grass, excellent stand 20" tall, dormant 2.70 
Bermuda grass, excellent stand 20" tall, green 2.80 
Bermuda grass, excellent stand >20" tall, green 3.20 
Turf (immediately after construction) 0.20 
Turf (after 3-4 season) 2.04 
Turf reinforcement mat, permanent 8.00 
Straw reinforcement mat, temporary 0.45 
Jute mat 0.45 
Straw with net 1.45 
Curled wood net 1.55 
Synthetic mat 2.00 

Source: Salix Applied Earthcare – Erosion Draw 5.0 
 
Installation 
(cont’d) 

Rock Lined Channels 
 Cross sections shall be excavated according to the grade shown on plans 
 Overcut for thickness of rock and filter 
 As soon is foundation is prepared, place filter and/or fabric filter immediately. 
 Rock should be placed such that it forms a dense, uniform, well graded mass with few 

voids.  Hand placement may be required in places that machinery can not reach. 
 Channel outlet shall be stabilized. 

 
Grass Lined Channels 

 See the specifications for seeding and erosion control blankets. 
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SMP-08 Activity: Channel Linings  
 

 
Maintenance  Inspect after every storm event greater than 0.5 inches, if not every week. 

 Check rip-rap BMP for appropriate installation and maintenance processes. 
 Remove any deleterious debris. 
 Repair eroded or damaged material immediately. 
 Check grass lined channels for establishment. 
 For grass lined channels, check to see if established cover is withstanding high 

velocity flows. 
 
Inspection 
Checklist 

 Adequate coverage is provided to prevent washout. 

 Repair torn netting or mats. 

 Slope of channel is consistent with contract documents. 
 
 
 














